
 

 

PWRO Pre-Briefing 
8th floor small conference room; March 19, 2008 
 
NOTES 
 
Attending 
Turnbull, Goldsmith, Ferguson, Crusius; Hornor, Hatch, Aviles; Nofield, Cahill 
 
Questions Asked 
- Who will be part of the CBA? (Turnbull asked to participate.) 
- What has public interest been? Outreach? 
- Are there particular groups who see the GMP as vehicle to accomplish their ideas? 
- Any interest in commercial services yet? 
- Is the Foundation done? (Necessary to understand Alt 3 – what is a treasure?) 
- Should MUWO maps include the Redwood Creek watershed? 
- Are soundscapes part of a National Park experience? 
- How much of “collaborate regionally” is common? Can you provide some examples? 
- Does “sensitive resources” zone allow use or visitation? 
- What is the “Evolved Cultural Landscape” zone? 
- How & where do levels of use change? (MUWO, ALCA…) 
- Can we have a table showing alternatives side-by-side? 
- Do we (NPS) manage the area at end of Van Ness? 
- Are we considering a maintenance center at Ft Funston? 
 
Comments & Suggestions 
- The differences among alternatives are very clear. Good job. 
- Appreciate how alts are based on concepts not just different ideas for different sites. 
- It looks like there will be a lot of hybridizing to create the preferred alt in the CBA. 
- Use the time carefully… 
- Find the right level of detail: text, site –by-site, concepts… 
- Provide some background on Zones. 
- Going through maps was better pace/easier to follow than text descriptions in PPT. 
- Get materials to Martha & Seattle group by COB Monday, or Tuesday AM FedEx delivery. 
- Consider the order of sites/counties: MUWO, MARIN, ALCA, SF, SM. 
- 6 to attend from PWRO on Wednesday; 4 by phone in Seattle: room will be crowded 
 
Map/Planning Edits* 
- Add map of planning area to clarify what is in/out of GMP 
- Need big posters with maps: organize by county/site (5), or by alternative (3) 
- Provide color maps as handout, organized as above; along with copy of PPT 
- Be prepared for colors on projected maps that don’t match printed maps! 
- Take time to explain purpose of newsletter 4: preliminary alts, test/hear new ideas… 
- Consider adding para on Park Purpose 
- Add photographs of park along with clipped txt in PPT 
- Highlight more of the commonalities: ie, coop with State Parks, alternative transp… 
- Bring a laser pointer! 
- Fix “Park Headquarters” label on SF/Fort Mason map (location is off) 
- Discuss how/if we should show things like Manzanita and GOGA-SAFR zone? 
- Consider putting Coastal scenic corridor (trail) between Sweeney Ridge & Rancho CdT onto 

Connecting People map 
- Think about what else to bring… (Foundation, Full Zone Tables, translated newsletters…?) 
 
* Lets figure out who makes the edits to the PPT and produces posters. 



 

 

 


